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The compatibility of the Adler-Bardeen theorem with the supermultiplet containing the axial, trace, and supercurrent 
anomalies in N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory is re-examined (in component form). It is argued that consideration 
of the off-shell form of the supermultiplet removes the apparent paradox, at least at the two-loop level. 
In this short note the question of  the compatibility 
of  the Adler-Bardeen (AB) theorem [ 1 ] and super- 
symmetry in supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory 
(SSYM) is re-examined. As is well known [2 -5 ]  in 
SSYM the axial, the trace of  the energy-momentum 
tensor and the supersymmetry (3' "S)  anomalies form 
the G, F, ~ components respectively of  a Wess- 
Zumino multiplet (AB~FG). The possible conflict 
between the AB theorem and the supermultiplet na- 
ture of  the anomalies was discussed by Grisaru [6]. 
A recent calculation [7] verified that, providing the 
Ward identities are consistently imposed, the AB 
theorem is valid (at the two-loop level) in both abel- 
ian and non-abelian gauge theories using either con- 
ventional or supersymmetric dimensional regulariza- 
tion (CDR or SDR). The significance of  this result for 
the SSYM case was unclear, however, since use of  di- 
mensional regularization necessitates use of  a non- 
anti-commuting 75 which leads to modifications of  
the supersymmetry Ward identities. Here we make a 
simple observation which shows that the AB theorem 
does not conflict with the supermultiplet structure 
of  the anomalies (at least at the two-loop level). 
The lagrangian for SSYM (in the Wess-Zumino 
gauge) forms the F component of  a Wess-Zumino 
chiral supermultiplet: 
A  ¼Xx, B : Ixi sx, 
J/= ¼ ouU~5Fuu X + ~O?t , 
_ 1 2 - F -  -aFter  + ~iX'I'uDUX + ~D 2 , 
G = -~euuo~FUVF~ + ~Su(X~,u@X ) . (1) 
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(Our conventions are those of  Bjorken and Drell.) 
Note that (1) is an off-shell multiplet: it is not neces- 
sary to use the equations of motion to verify the 
transformation properties. 
In ref. [7] it was shown that, in accordance with 
the AB theorem, 
OujS u = Ou[~Xyuyt- 5X] = +~[C2(G)g2/16rr 2] F F .  (2) 
From (1) and (2) we find 
O#j5 = [_3C2(G) / 16rt2] g2 
X ( l - 2 [C2(G)/16rr 2 ] g2 } -  1 ~ G,  (3) 
and we see that, since 
t3 (g) = [-3C2(G)/16rr 2] g3 _ [6C2(G)2/(16rr2) 2 ] g5 
+ O(g7) , (4) 
we have 
OuJ5 = [{3(g)/g] 4 ~a (5) 
(to two-loop order at least). 
Thus up to the two-loop level the association of  
the axial current j 5  with 0~ in a supermultiplet is not 
problematic. What happens at higher orders remains 
an open question. 
According to ref. [8], ~(g) is given by 
~(g) = - 3  [ C2(G)/16rr2 ] g3 _ 6 [ C2(G)/16rr 2 ] 2g5 
- 21 [C2(G)/16rr2 ] 3 g7 , (6) 
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when calculated using SDR. Thus assuming this calcu- 
lation is correct the simple form for/3(g) suggested by 
(3) is invalid at the three-loop level. It should be noted, 
however, that SDR has problems [9] (in the component 
form at least), and also it is well known that at the 
three-loop level I3(g) depends on the subtraction scheme. 
Thus it is not obvious that there is really a problem at 
higher orders. Of course we have been cavalier with 
regard to the question of renormalization of the vari- 
ous quantities in the above equations. We do not be- 
lieve, however, that a careful treatment would change 
the main conclusion, which is that including the terms 
which vanish by the equations of motion in (1) leads 
to a resolution of the anomaly paradox at the two-loop 
level. 
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